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UA president worthy of top honors 

March 15, 2002 

By Stephen Haycox 

University of Alaska President Mark R. Hamilton received an important award at a special dinner in 
Fairbanks last Sunday evening, one with implications for all of Alaska. Given by the National 
Association of Scholars, and called the Award for Academic Statesmanship and Academic Freedom, it 
was a signal honor, calling attention to Hamilton's principles and courage. The award was occasioned by 
Hamilton's defense of free speech on campus after students offended by a poem published by University 
of Alaska Anchorage Professor Linda McCarriston attempted to prevent McCarriston from teaching her 
poetry class in the manner which she deemed most appropriate. Soon afterward, Hamilton issued a 
strong, unequivocal confirmation of the university's guarantee of free speech. One organization, FIRE 
(Foundation for Individual Rights in Education), called the statement "a ringing, unequivocal, and 
exemplary defense of liberty in academic life." Issued a year ago this week, Hamilton's statement 
emphasized that "constitutional guarantees of free speech CANNOT BE QUALIFIED." The founder of 
FIRE, Professor Alan Kors of the University of Pennsylvania, gave a talk on academic freedom on the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks campus Monday evening. Bradford Wilson of NAS, who conferred the 
award, observed that few university presidents have had the temerity to issue such a clear and 
uncompromising guideline on the issue as Hamilton did. Judith Kleinfeld of UAF's Center for Northern 
Studies commented that as a result of Hamilton's statement, University of Alaska professors feel safer 
expressing their true views. John Stuart Mill wrote in 1859 that everyone believes in freedom of speech, 
but everyone wants to impose limits on it. Limits cannot be permitted, he said, for what people want to 
prevent being said may be true, or partly true, and thus might be lost. Additionally, if we only hear 
agreeable remarks, we will believe our ideas to be true not from careful examination, but because we 
hear them constantly repeated. More important, if we are not forced to hear what we don't want to, we 
will not know what others are thinking. Further, we will miss flaws, inconsistencies and errors in our 
own thinking. This is particularly true of people in positions of power. But because hearing what we 
don't want to hear is uncomfortable, and often threatens our objectives and even our identities, we often 
find ourselves declaring that what others insist on is all right "up to a point," or is "unacceptable in these 
circumstances," or is racist, or sexist, or some other qualification. It is precisely those qualifications that 
Hamilton had in mind when he wrote his policy statement. The proper defense against them is debate, 
not elimination. Limitations on free speech are never far away. Just recently on the UAA campus, for 
example, complaints that drawings of nudes done by students and displayed in the Art Building were 
offensive to campus visitors led to the drawings being draped for a time. This prompted two other 
students to create a 6-foot-high shiny penis, which they displayed in the same building. Making a now 
time-honored artists' plea, the penis creators said in their accompanying written statement, effectively, 
"Get used to it; it's better understood than feared and hidden." And to underscore their point, they 
included a sign which said, "Touch Me." The complainers about the sexually explicit art miss an 
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essential point about the university. At its best, it's a forum where the widest diversity of ideas can be 
expressed and debated, thus broadening understanding and tolerance. Any restriction on free expression 
in the university reduces its effectiveness as a learning environment and its usefulness to society. 
President Hamilton understands this. Hamilton gave a major address upon receiving the award Sunday in 
which he reiterated his endorsement of free speech, and linked it to a defense of university tenure. 
Afterward, McCarriston pointed out to me that Hamilton doesn't need to be a university president. With 
his military career behind him, he could comfortably retire anywhere. But he believes in civic institutions 
and wants to contribute his talents and energy to shaping and improving the University of Alaska. He's 
certainly doing that, and all Alaska is the better for it. 

Stephen Haycox is a professor of history at the University of Alaska Anchorage. One of the artists 
referred to in this column is his wife's daughter. 
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